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This section of the Long Beach Historic District Design Guidelines is part of a larger document
created as a planning tool for the City’s historic districts. The guidelines are intended to provide
recommendations, inspiration, and advice as part of an instructive framework that will help
guide sensitive changes to historic properties and encourage rehabilitation. By their nature,
design guidelines are flexible. As such, outcomes may depend on the resource, the surrounding
district, and the goals of the proposed project.

Any changes to the exterior of the property must be given prior approval by Historic Preservation
staff through a Certificate of Appropriateness, and all projects may be subject to other City
requirements not listed within these guidelines.
The first instance of certain terms throughout the Guidelines are highlighted in bold text. These
terms are defined in a glossary in Chapter 5: Additional Resources.
For additional information, please refer to the other chapters of this document:
Chapter 1: Purpose, Procedures & Overview
Chapter 2: Guidelines for Maintenance and Repair
Chapter 3: Design Guidelines by Historic District
Chapter 4: Architectural Style Guides
Chapter 5: Additional Resources
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steeply pitched gabled or hipped roofs
tall chimneys, often with
multiple chimney pots
decorative half-timbering
asymmetrical plans
and elevations
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shallow eaves,
often rolled

round or Gothic
arched openings

broad, planked doors
with iron hardware

tall, narrow,
multi-light windows

stone or
clinker brick

TUDOR REVIVAL
(1900-1941)
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Tudor Revival style is a style that was popular in the early twentieth century in the United States,
predominantly in the 1920s and 1930s. It was initially associated with the Arts and Crafts movement
in Europe and later became popular in the United States through lifestyle catalogs and pattern
books. Taking inspiration from medieval architecture of Northern Europe during the fifteenth
through seventeenth centuries, it harkened back to a time before widespread industrialization
and romanticized country life and traditionalism.1 A more practical component of the style’s
appeal was the asymmetrical nature of its building forms that allowed for convenient, organic
expansion over time.2
As usage of the style progressed into the Period Revival era beginning in the 1920s, its popularity
increased exponentially. It was around this time that new technologies such as brick veneering
made architectural styles like Tudor Revival more accessible to the middle class, and the style
was no longer limited to large, landmark homes for the wealthy.3

In Long Beach, the Tudor Revival style was nearly as popular as the ubiquitous Spanish Colonial
Revival style during the 1920s and 1930s. Local architect Hugh R. Davies designed several singlefamily Tudor Revival homes in the Bluff Park area, including one for his brother-in-law; Long Beach
architects W. Horace Austin and Joseph Roberts were so fond of Tudor Revival, they applied the
style to their personal studios.4 Throughout the city, Tudor Revival is seen in several pre-World War
II neighborhoods, ranging in size from cottages in Wrigley Area and California Heights to grand
mansions in Bluff Park.
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Additional Examples of the Style
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Building Form and Massing
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Tudor Revival style buildings may be one to two stories in height and have complex plans. Tudor
Revival buildings, especially larger examples, have asymmetrical massing, made up of a variety
of different volumes including towers, gables, chimneys, and wings. As a result, their floor plans
can be somewhat irregular and rambling.

Roof Shape and Materials

Tudor Revival buildings typically have cross-gabled roofs, with one or more prominent, steeply
pitched, front-facing gables as a focal point of the primary elevation. Occasionally, the main
roof is a steeply-pitched hipped roof or clipped gable roof with front-facing gables. The rooflines
are generally complex, varied in height, and may feature round towers or gabled dormers.

Historically, Tudor Revival style buildings may have had wood shingle roofs while higher style
examples often had distinctive slate roofs. In Long Beach, modestly-sized Tudor Revival residences
often have composition shingles in a darker, neutral color. Original slate roofs should be retained.
The roof eaves are either shallow, flush, or rolled. Shallow eaves may feature wide bargeboards,
flared ends, and projecting beams. The gable ends often have decorative half-timbering.

R

Left to right: hipped, gabled, cross-gabled, and clipped gable.

TUDOR REVIVAL
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On a roof with rolled eaves, the
roofing material is carefully shaped to
roll over the edge of the roof towards
the eave. Replacing shingles on
this type of roof with a composition
material is not permitted. A visually
similar material to wood that takes on
the rolled shape may be acceptable.

Distinctive slate roofs should also
be retained. Slate should not be
replaced with a different material.

Wood shingles (left) or a visually similar
substitute (right) would be compatible
with a Tudor Revival residence.

Composition shingles should be in a darker, neutral color, particularly brown or gray.
Shingles should not be so dark as black. Individual shingles should be laid in a traditional
alternating pattern.
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Cladding

Stucco

Brick

R

Historically, Tudor Revival style buildings were clad in a variety of different materials, often in
combination, including stone, wood, brick, and stucco. A typical example would be clad in
stucco with brick accents along the base of the building and decorative half-timbering on the
upper walls and under the gable ends. The half-timbering emulates a medieval construction
technique called “wattle and daub,” which produced a similar effect. Higher style examples
may be clad entirely in an ornamental clinker brick or stone.

Decorative half-timbering

Foundation

multiple prominent chimneys

Chimneys
A large, elaborate chimney is a common feature in
the Tudor Revival style. Often prominently located on
a front or side elevation, the chimneys may be quite
tall, and laid in a decorative brick or stone pattern.
Higher style Tudor Revival buildings may have multiple
chimneys, each of which may feature decorative
chimney caps.
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The foundation on a Tudor Revival building is most likely to be exposed concrete, constructed
out of brick, clinker brick, stone, or clad in stucco. Materials like brick and stone were chosen for
their natural appearance, especially in higher style examples, and were never painted.
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Tudor Revival style buildings rarely have traditional porches. More frequently, entrances are
simply flush with or slightly recessed into the primary elevation, and may be emphasized by a
prominent door surround, often with quoins on the corners of the recessed doorway.

R

Some examples may have a shallow, projecting porch roof, often front-gabled, that shelters the
front entry.

Railings and Balustrades

TUDOR REVIVAL
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Railings and balusters are not seen on Tudor Revival buildings
as often as other styles, and they are generally not a characterdefining feature. High style, multi-story examples may have stone
balusters or crenelation around roof decks or balconies; however,
this is unlikely to be found in Long Beach. If a railing is needed for
egress or safety, a compatible railing would consist of simple, yet
sturdy, wrought iron railing with no balusters. The railing should be
painted a dark, neutral color.
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Windows
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Tudor Revival buildings most often have groups of double-hung or tall, narrow casement
windows divided by thick, wood mullions. The windows typically have multi-light or diamondlight glazing on each window. Groups of windows may be arranged in a projecting bay. Higher
style examples may have cast stone mullions as well as stained or leaded glass windows.
cames

Paired multi-light casements

R

Leaded refers to a type of window in which individual
panes of glass are held together by metal “cames”
instead of wood or metal muntins. They may be very
ornate, and some of the glass may be stained bright
colors. As such, the terms “leaded glass” and “stained
glass” may be used interchangeably in some contexts.

Multi-light wood window
with diamond lights.

Multi-light windows with leaded glass

muntins

Multi-light double-hung windows with leaded glass and
substantial wood mullions
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Awnings
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Property owners are encouraged to consider other methods of increasing shade, such as interior
shutters or window treatments before installing awnings. However, compatible awnings for a
Tudor Revival building would be a metal Juliet or canvas spearhead type of awning that made
of cloth and open on the sides. Awnings should be in dark, neutral colors. The bottom of the
awning—the valance—may be scalloped or straight, like the examples below.

Canvas spearhead awnings (left) or metal Juliet awnings (right) are the most compatible with the Tudor Revival style.

Doors

Tudor Revival doors are heavy, wood paneled or battened, often with prominent wrought iron
hardware. The doors may be rectangular, or have rounded or Tudor arched (low, wide, and
pointed) openings.
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Tudor Arch

TUDOR REVIVAL

Battened

Paneled
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Similarly, compatible garage doors are heavy, paneled or battened, and may feature prominent
hardware. Carriage style doors are encouraged. There are garage doors available that mimic
the appearance of a carriage style door while functioning like a contemporary mechanized tilt
up or roll-up door that may be compatible with a Tudor style home. The use of real wood garage
doors is encouraged, but not required.

R

Wood carriage style garage doors

Porte-Cochères
Porte-cochères will generally only be seen on a higher
style example of Tudor Revival residence, but may
consist of an arched opening under an extension of
the main roofline or front-facing gable end. In some
cases, the extended gable end is flared to create a
“storybook” appearance.

A Tudor Revival style home with a porte-cochère.
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Decorative Features
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Decorative features on a Tudor Revival style building will generally consist of half-timbering,
decorative brick, clinker brick or carved stonework, cast stone, quoins, and strapwork. Some
examples of the style may have a gable-end truss that mimics the appearance of half-timbering.
Building features such as chimney caps or downspouts may be ornamental as well as functional.
Often, lattices, vines, ivy, planter boxes, or urns will be used to decorate the surrounding property.

Clinker brick

R

Decorative half-timbering

Herringbone bond brick

Copper downspouts

Chimney caps

Ivy and urns*

TUDOR REVIVAL
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Metal strapwork

Window box*

Decorative half-timbering

*Plant material should be kept trimmed away from the building itself to prevent possible moisture damage and wood-boring insects.
Ivy should be grown on a lattice rather than up the exterior wall itself.
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Lighting
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Compatible light fixtures for a Tudor Revival house should be dark, patinated metal. They should
be sturdy rather than delicate, with finishes such as hammered metal or cast iron. They may
consist of hanging lanterns, wall sconces, or hanging cast iron chandeliers.
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Fencing for a Tudor Revival home may be made of wood or wrought iron with traditional,
vertically oriented posts. If made of wood, the fences should be painted, or preferably stained,
in darker neutral color; wrought iron fences are typically quite dark or black.
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Paint Colors
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Tudor Revival style buildings do not have complex color schemes. Many of the exterior cladding
materials often remain unpainted. It is acceptable to paint the stucco and half-timbering of a
Tudor Revival style building. The stucco should be painted in a light, neutral color. Half timbering,
while traditionally stained a deep brown, may be compatibly painted a darker color—preferably
brown—to contrast with the light stucco. If the wood is currently stained, it should be re-stained
a deep brown rather than painted. Darker, subdued paint colors such as a deep gray-green
or reddish-brown may also be acceptable for the half timbering details. Other wood elements
and trim details such as windows, window surrounds, and bargeboards should be painted (or
stained) to match the half-timbering.

